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Floyd, "Rowdy" Souther d,
widely known in this section of

Approximately 84 high school
girls, members of Miss Mary
Magurean's Home Economics
classes, will present a Spring
Style Show in the Butler Auditorium, Friday night, May 5.
The public is invited and no admission will be charged.
Dresies, house coats, pajamas and other apparel, each
garment made by the girl mod-
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Kentucky's Republicans
Hear Same Sorry Doctrine
If Gov. Simeon Willis and Thomas S.
Yates, the latter chairman of the Republifurcan State Central Committee, didn't
President
and
nish Kentucky Democrats
Roosevelt plenty of deadly ammunition to
we
fire back at the GOP this summer, then
when
was
Governor
the
asare as wrong
he issued that proclamation for a Communist "Week of Prayer."
The Governor says "we've been helpless
in the tide but our deliverance is near."
If he and his party have been helpless,
who is to blame but themselves? Obviously,
we never could have had Roosevelt in the
White House if a great many Republicans
hadn't voted for him—and kept right on
voting for him.
And Mr. Yates says: "We want a President who will not ship troops across the
English Channel to save London." In other words, we want an Isolationist President.
It is true the conduct of the war brings
inconveniences on the home front. There is
confusion and dissatisfaction where there
should be more efficiency and less reason
for petty quibbling
Of course the home front is burdened
with restrictions—irksome impediments to
the usual way of life which we would not
tolerate for a moment, except for the war
emergency and the realization, on the part
of a vast majority of fair minded persons,
that these restrictions are • necessary for
victory.
But, Governor Willis says, the country
has been "mishandled, outraged." Let the
Governor say which, if any, of the Roosevelt innovations he would do away with,-be
it AAA, federal insurance of bank deposits,
social security benefits, unemployment compensation, or what. Other Republican leaders, when posed this question, have remained silent; and so, it is suspected, will
be Kentucky's Chief Executive, who sent
out instructions to the county GOP conventions that he be given a "favorite son"
vote at Chicago for President.
The record says no Republican saw ahead
of time that we would be drawn into this
war.
The Record speaks the truth—that a Republican President junked the Navy and
demobized the Army to a point where we

had to keep selling scrap nietal to the Jam;
until we could make some progress toward
getting ready to fight them.
The record says Republicans, from the
daylt of Versailles up to this dark hour,
have beet!preaching isolationism, refusing
to vote appropriations to fortify Guam,
Wake Island, the Philippines, to build up
the Navy or do any of the precautionary
things Mr. Roosevelt urged and plead
with them to do, in the face of spreading
world aggression by Hitler, Tojo a n d
Mussolini.
Only Franklin D. Roosevelt saw the certainty that we would get into this war.
His understanding of the dictators' purposes, as far back as 1941, finally gave us
the Defense Army and a sizeable appropriation for enlarging the Navy.
Now Kentucky's Governor and the Republican political mis-leader, Mr. Yates, cry
"mismanagement" and "isolation," because
everybody is not happy for some petty reason connected with very slight hardships on
the home front or because many GOP Old
Guarders still think we can build fences
high enough to keep tomorrow's planes from
bombing us and ocean nets strong enough
to hold back submarines which, only a little while ago, were sinking our ships in
sight of the beaches of Florida!
No gentlemen of the GOP, it wasn't the
mismanagement of FDR that got us into
this war. Rather, it is due to the foresight
of the President, and only his foresight,
that we are able today to give anything
like as good account of ourselves as we are
giving on the seas, in he air and on the
foreign battlefields where aggression forced
us to fight.
Men and women workers, fighters and
others of the rank and file, will still vote
for the 49emocratic commander-in-chief,
when the time comes....many thousands of
Republicans among them; for they are
aware that such management as the GOP
offers, to replace that which they have
experienced the last 12 years, will in no
wise lieten their burdens or make this nation a happier, healthier or more prosperous place for them to live, after this war
has been won.

WHAT IT MEANS

Labor's Divided House
By Herthan R. Allen
Associated Press Features)
Washington—Little public attention is
being given to it, but the campaign by "independent" labor unions for representation
on the National War Labor Board is shaping
up into a battle that the independents contend involves the cherished principle of
democracy in labor itself.
To many minds, the term "independent
union" automatically means "company
union," one of those groups often sponsored
—and completely controlled—by a company
out to defeat labor relations laws by hook
or crook. There are many independents,
however, which are perfectly legitimate
labor unions. Some of the outstanding ones
are the International Typographical Union,
the United Mine Workers and the International Union of Brewery Workmen.
Now represented on the War Labor Board
with "labor" members (other board members represent employers and the public),
are the CIO and the AFL. Spokesmen for
the independents contend that this leaves a
sizeable segment of labor out in the cold
when it comes to pressing claims for higher
wages, which must be approved by the
board.
A leader among the independents is
Matthew Smith, head of the Mechanics Educational Society of America, a union of
highly skilled mechanics, tool and die makers centered chiefly in Ohio and Michigan.
MESA has led in the organization of the
Confederated Unions of America, dedicated
to "assisting affiliates in protecting independence and achievements." Labor analysts
here estimate the CUA's membership at
about 250,000. Sixty-nine unions, many of
them small, one plant unions, were represented at the CUA convention in February.
The convention wired President Roosevelt and other officials that lack of independdent representation on the WLB "has created a situation that if allowed to remain
could cause serious dislocation in our war
efforts." It said that after certain independent unions had lost wage cases before the
WLB, certain CIO unions had passed around
handbills "openly stating that our contra.cts
faiie!tö get-afil)roval bectinse of'our lack of
representation on the War Labor Board and
. . that the only way to get approval ...
is to switch allegiance to the 010."

This is only one of the many reasons why
the independents think they should have
representation on the WLB. National AFL
and CIO leaders, of course, condemn any
such practice, which undoubtedly is the
work of a few local organizers.
Neither the AFL nor the CIO has taken
any public stand on the question of independent representation on the WLB. Actually, they haven't had to. Secretary of Labor
Perkins has said that the AFL and CIO
members of the WLB are public officials,
responsible for the interests of all labor.
What chance do the independents have
of making a place on the 'WLB? Ultimately
the only wespnn4ey have is labor's historic last resort— e strike. The CUA convention passed a resolution calling for simultaneous strikes by "outraged" affiliates if
necessary.
If all independent unions in the country
pulled coordinated strikes, Washington labor
experts estimate they might involve two
and one-half million workers. Besides the
Confederated Unions of America, they estimate various telephone worker unions at
about 500,000. The rest comprise miscellaneous unions, including such big ones as
the printers, miners and brewers, a bunch
of fairly powerful east coast shipyard unions
and a welter of smaller ones.
Compared with these two and one-half
million, the CIO claims five million, and
the AFL reports per capita tax paid on
about five and one-half million workers subject to WLB rulings. Another one and onequarter or so AFL members are railroad
workers subject to authority of the National Mediation Board under the Railway
Labor act. The approximately 350,000 members of the railway "brotherhood" are also
governed by the Railway Labor act and so
are not involved in the campaign for independent representation on the WLB, although they are independent in that they
are affiliated with neither the AFL nor CIO.
/111.
Virtue would not travel so far if vanity
did not keep.. her company.—La Rochefoucauld, 1663,
Reprove not a scorner, lest he hate thee;
rebuke a wise man, and he will love three—
Proverbs 9:8.
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WASHINGTON IN WARTIME

Japs Open New Drive In China

POST-WAR AIRLANES AT THE POST
•

a junction
Arrows indicate Japanese drives ot Chenghsien.and
central
on the Pieping-Hankow railway linking northern
are attempting
China. Based at Kaifeng and Chunghow, the JapsJapanese
drives
to wrest control of the route from the Chinese. areas indicate
also threaten the wheat crop in the area. Shaded
areas of Jap domination. (AP Wirephoto).

Pennyrile Postscripts
Sgt. George 0. Eldred writes
from Washington that the Army has
now devised a new method of folding blankets so no edge will show__
and he is dead certain this will
hasten materially the end of the
war.
A friend tells me he has solved
the mystery of the circus sedan
which disgorges 24 clowns—Bus
travel in wartime is just the same.
Mary Loftus, a general favorite
here with all the business folk, was
absent a few days last week from
her duties in the office of the Kentucky Whip & Collar Co. . . . due
to old-fashioned, red measles. Mary
says • she's in her second childhood,
didn't like her enforced vacation.
Nancy Scrugham sent Mary Wilson Eldred a miniature safety first
doo-dad from Louisville last week.
As a seasoned campaigner and one
familiar with soldiers and their
ways, will say this gadget is not as
,represented.
1111
Letter to the editor of the Lexthis gem in print:
put
ington Herald
Many of us who are cynical politically feel, concerning Willkie's
withdrawal, just like Keith Preston
did when he wrote this 'epitah:
"Here lies beneath this mossy stone
A politician who
Touched a live issue without gloves,
And never did come to."
1111111
David, 8, very much incensed
because I had banned his listening
to Mr. District Attorney on the radio, confided feelingly to his ma
the other night that "Daddy is a
confounded nuisance."
Gov. Simeon Willis, talking to Cincinnati reporters last week, seemed
to take himself and his presidential
chances a bit seriously when he said:
"Kentucky's 22 votes at the Republican National Convention are pledged
solidly to me (for President) UNTIL
I AM OUT OF THE RUNNING."
1111
Mary Magurean, a glutton for
work, is busy with a style show to
.be presented Friday night at Butler High, with upward of 100 Home
Ec. girls displaying garments
made by themselves. This is a
wartime effort that ought to be
continued into the peace era ... along
with learning cooking and other
house-keeping functions, the outlook for domestic help being what
it is.
11111
While Pennyriler has never felt
the soldiers' vote , could change result of the coming November election, many of our leaders seem not
to realize depriving these men and
women of this right will very seriously affect their attitude toward
their government.

By G. M. P.

publicity last week on his news release about "WeedOtaking the State
Parks," due to lack of revenue.
Brother Dyche said only three of
the parks, My Old Kentucky Home,
at Bardstown; Cumberland Falls,
near Corbin, and Butler, near Carrollton, were operating profitably,
because of war restrictions on
travel.
\
Russell will find, from his office
records, that these three are the
only State Parks among 23 (counting shrines and battlefields) which
have shown profit, anytime. This is
because Kentucky's parks never
have had an adequate appropriation, do not measure up to other
states' parks, cannot compete for
tourist business on the same plane
with better outdoor spots.
As Lyter Donaldson said during
his campaigning last summer—and
as this reporter has said for 8 years,
it is a crying shame that Kentucky,
with more natural attractions and
more historical allure than any other
state, with the possible exception of
Virginia, does so little about fixing
up the parks properly—and inviting outsiders to come to Kentucky.
It is growing increasingly difficult
to get attendance at night meetings
here, so numerous have these become during the war. This fairly
regular fan missed the band concert Friday night, due to a meeting at the courthouse, and thus
lost a valued contact with our outstanding young musicians who have
recently added materially to Princeton's renown.
finally
having
Several firms
grown discouraged in their efforts
to hire Dorothy away from The
Leader, we now are in competition
with an anonymous letter writer
who wants to marry her ... and gives
her until Christmas to make up
her mind.
A Selective Service order is one
that rescinds everything that has
gone before but starts nothing that
cannot be rescinded by the next
edict, says a contemporary.
/111
Like an angel from the sky, Miss
Maud Hanks, long-time Linotype
operator for The Leader during the
regime of Miss Narinie Catlett,
dropped into our office last week
and took over some of the operator's burdens. It now seems much
more certain we will be able to
continue publication for
awhile.
Miss Audrey Beavers, a Farmerstrifle High graduate with some experience in the printers' classes
theve, is learning to be an operator in our shop.

You Don't Say:

Russell Dyche, new director of
the Division of Parks, got excellent

Japanese recruits are given a long
course in spiritual instruction when
they join the army.

Wistful Memory

11111
The second Belgian King, Leopold
U, was the first ruler to abolish
slavery.

My father took me by the hand
Each spring when I was small,
And I would listen breathlessly
To hear the peepers call.
And I would thrill invariably,
And often I would try
To put in words the way I felt
To hear the peepers cry.
So many years have come and gone,
But spring would not be spring,
Unless some pregnant April night
I heard the peepers sing.
No other memory of my youth
Has such a wistful strain,
Because the peepers' message said
That spring would come again.
Alma Roberta Giordan

By JACK f3TINNETT
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Oh! What
A Beautiful
Morning

Don't spoil a beautiful morning by having

cm n 0C•

cident and no insurance on your car.
Accidents are on the INCREASE. Rates are LOW.
Premiums may be paid in EASY installments.
Get COMPLETE Protection Now - - -

Newsboys have sold $1.1 billion
dollars worth of 10-cent War Stamps.
The five leading papers are the
KanSaii City §tar, Louisville courierJournal and Times, Detroit News,
Philadelphia Bulletin and Jackson,
Misi., Clarion-Ledger.
/1111
The Egyptians brewed beer from
barley as early as 3000 B.C.
Fighter pilots obtain brief surges
of extra power for corniest by pushing a button which injects water
into their air-cooled engines, cooling the cylinders, cutting down detonation and permitting leaner gas
mixtures.
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REVAMPED DRAFT POLICY
BEST NATION HAS HAD
The Nation's revamped draft policy, which has come about as the result of the Army's realization that
was is a young and tough man's
game, is more realistic than it has
been at any time in the past when
the country alone was trying to
hold out for exemption of fathers
and of men in key war jobs without
whom employers seemingly could not
get along.
The rouble is that many of the
men who are being drafted, hearing
only conflicting reports at their local draft boards, do not get the
whole picture; hence they cannot
fit all the various orders from Washington into their proper niche.
Here, in brief, is what Selective
Service is trying to do: It will draft
all able-bodied men under 26 except a small group in critical war
production programs that are still
expanding. After all those below 26
are taken, the age limit will be
raised to 28 or 30. The number to
be taken after the military forces
reach their 11,300,000 goal, July 1,
will depend on the number of casualties.
To replace men under -26 in the
essential industries from which they
are withdrawn, especially railroads,
coal-mining and lumbering, the Army
and the War Manpower Commission
have agreed to use the draft power
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Pogo Three
Bruised vegetables have less
vitamin content.

Shades of gallant men in
grey haunt the top floor of the
University of Kentucky library
building, where a "Confederate Room" has been set aside
by University officials to house

milk prot,ar national
in late summer
‘„s at s low level
fria.• The-summer
s now is caused
• os and not weather,
of feed
by a lack
pasture season.
..,rmers depend too
permanent pasture
mmer feeding. Cows
,•:ss grass when it is
,fter it has formed
••ver, it is physically
for a cow to graze
snort grass unless it
idt, and after the
cne to seed it is un-ct also lower in nu-

Homemakers
Friendship

Mrs. Willie Wyatt and Mrs.
Herman Oliver gave a demonstration ,in chair weaving at a
a meeting of Friendship Homemakers Thursday afternoon at
the home of Mrs. Leon Cummins. A lesson in first aid was
PRE-INVASION BOMBARDMENT WRECKS
deep ruts in sand along wrecked shoreline at SHORELINE AT AITAPE—American vehicles carve included in the program for
Karako, during original landing six miles from Aitape, the meeting, at which Mrs. HarNew Guinea, April 22. (AP Wirephoto via
Signal Corps radio.)
old Smith presided. The group
adjourned to meet May 18 with
Mrs. Shell Hunsaker.
by
Members and visitors present
to be deceived
were Mesdames Harold Smith,
.ince of a pasture.
News representing lives, hopes, dreams and ambitions
By
John
S.
Gardner,
of
Kentucky
those
,s not so good as it who made up the populace of Princeton and Caldwell
Shell Hunsaker, Ragon CumCollege of Agriculture and
county almins, Deamon Morris, Herman
many farmers make most 40 years ago and recorded nowhere but in the yellowed files
Home
Economics
of Twice-A-Week Leader of those years will be
Oliver, Willie Wyatt, Charles
published as a
,,•• of waiting too long regular Leader feature.
The
articles
are
reproduced
just
as the
they start to give the Princeton reporters, shortly
Tomatoes are set and pota- Skees, Davis, McKinney and
after the turn of the century, wrote
ma's supplemental need. them
toes are beginning to come up, Miss Nancy Scrugham.
flesh and undue deand the sun is becoming definmilk production are rePrinceton, Ky. July 6, 1920.
Princeton, Ky. July 13, 1920. itely warm, to bring out over- Cobb
of
lack
elications of a
At the 4gular meeting of Prin- The Costume Recital by Miss wintered fleabeetles, the inMrs. Clyde 0. Wood enterby the time these ceton 'Lodge of Elks No. 1115, Frances Eldred will be given
at sects that make the holes in tained the Cobb Homemakers
are noticeable, no last Thursday night seven were the Christian
Church tonight at the foliage of both these crops. Club at its regular meeting
of extra feed will re- initiated into the mysteries of eight o'clock, the entire proceeds
For this insect, bordeaux Tuesday afternoon. Mrs. H. M.
where
to
flow
milk
Elkdom, as follows: Robert Tow- to go to the Princeton Library mixture is a repellant and a Dunn presided. The program
the
have been had
ery, Frank Adams, Lee Hayes, and Community House. Miss Eld- poison, but, much more, it is the included a lesson in chair seatfed enough from the Lee Beck, Hershel Stephens, red has a very
attractive program control, or deterrant, at least weaving and one in first aid.
Luther Sells, and Albert Shelby. with charming costumes and for blight, on both tomatoes
Present were Mesdames J. M.
• • •
their dry period feed
stage setting and the general and potatoes.
Taylor, V. T. White, John ,Dunn,
rally.
Princeton, Ky. July 20, 1920. public is cordially invited to enBlight is a leaf-spotting dis- Earl Wood, D. D. Rogers, Jack
11 known that a cow Garnett Smith, R. B. Ratliff and joy an interesting
entertainment ease whose germs are always P'Pool, Ray Adams, H. M.Dunn,
more milk if she is Miss Mary Florence McLin and and assist a
present. They float about in Ernest Lacy, Gentry Mitchell,
worthy cause.
flesh at calving time Bergitta Claycombe motored over
the air and light on the foliage Roy Newsom, Percy Piercy, Ful• • • •
thin.
he is
to Dawson Springs Sunday afterPrinceton, Ky. Sept. 20, 1920. and dig themselves in, to cause ton Piercy, Lote Ladd, George
in good condition at noon.
Miss
Estella Goodwin, of Prince- first small dead spots, these fi- Martin, Jr., Clyde 0. Wood,
bme, a cow should eonton,
has gone to Greenville, nally covering and killing the Misses Joyce Wood, Linda Pierget liberal quantities of time.
Miss.,
where she will be the host whole leaves, which drop off. cy, and Nancy Scrugham.
In general cows will produce
iages after she goes
of relatives, after a short visit But these leaves are the "facmilk
the
if
most
allowed
they
are
put
in
be
then
can
with Mr. and Mrs. W. V. Quarles, tory" for making starch (pota- Fredonia
with a minimum a dry period of about 2 months.
of South Fourth Street, Paducah. toes) and sugar (tomatoes) and
of grain and other con- Milking a cow right up to a
Mrs. William Young was hosif it suspends, yields suffer,
• • •
tess to members of the Fredonia
In fact, if she has week or two before calving
and flavor, too.
fed during her milking time may reduce her production • Princeton, Ky. Sept. 20, 1920.
Control is to plate (orarmor) Homemakers Club at a meeting
tile Will need very little in the next location by as much Mrs. Fred Taylor and daughter, the leaves so the germs cannot Wednesday afternoon. Mrs. Arlie
ted feed during the as 15 per cent. On the other Mattie Grace, left last Thursday get foot-hold, and the material Vinson directed thee business
But if she has not hand, if she is turned dry more to spend the wJek-end at Nash- is bordeaux, its copper (in session, during which plans for
fed it will be better than two months before calving ville, Tenn. Mr. Taylor and son, bluestone) serving as the ar- completing a benefit quilt were
concentrates liberally, time, more milk will be lost in Rumsey and Frederick McDonald mor, and, in fact, as a killing discussed. Mrs. L. C. Foley was
the good roughage, the current lactation perlod motored to Nashville Sunday and agent for the germs, too.
appointed temorary secretary.
have her thin at calving than will be gained in the next. were accompaned home by Mrs.
Mrs. Charles Wilson, home
The formula is "4-4-50", and
Taylor and daughter.
here is a way to make it in gar- furnishings leader, and the home
• • •
den-size amount 1. In 5 quarts agent had charge of the prorinceton, Ky. Sept. 14, 1920. of water, in a wooden or earth- gram. A recreation period conI;Stevens and wife, of Louis- enware container, dissolve 1 sisting of songs and games was
ville, were in the city Saturday pound of bluestone (copper conducted by Mrs. Charles Diland Sunday. Irl left yesterday sulfate). If the material is hung worth.
Refreshments were served by
for Chicago, where he has been in a cloth sack, just into wa-promoted to a nice position in ter, dissojving will take place the hostess to Mesdames L. T.
the general office of the Illinois in an hour or so, with no stir- Wadlington, L. C. Foley, T. L.
Central.
ring. Bluestone "eats" all met- Grubbs, J. E. Hillyard, Byrd
• • •
Guess, Arlie Vinson, Reuben
als.
iPrinceton; Ky. Sept. 17, 1920.
2. In the tank of a sprayer Ray, Charles Dilworth, Misses
Mrs. Ellie Mayes and her charm- (preferably brass, as it is less Imogene Wiggington and Nancy
ing daughters, Misses Virginia, affected than galvanized metal) Scrugham.
Annie Meade and Dorothy, left put 9 quarts of water, I quart
COLORS
Thursday for St. Petersburg, Va., of dissolved bluestone, and 1-4
IFUL
BEAUT
where they will make their home. pound of screened, hydrated
WALLS
ITS
Princeton sustains a great loss in lime. Close the sprayer and
DINGY
having this talented family move shake end wise 10 to 15 times
COAT
COVER
away. Mrs. Mayes will be espec- to make 2 1-2 gallons of 4-4150
QUICK
bordeaux. (Wash the sprayer
CAN
IN ONE
clean after each using.
Bordeaux should be used as
--AND AN
fresh-mixed, but the unusual
blue stone water kept in a
USE IT!
corked container against the
next time spraying is to be
TO BRING A
done.
Spraying should be done on
potatoes as soon as they are up,
and 2 to 4 applications should
follow, spaced 2 weeks. On tomatoes spraying should start at
and repeated 3 to 5 times.
with your garments left and repeated 3 to 5 timees.
When potato beetles are presfor cleaning.
ent: stir into each tankful, 3
In this manner, you will get rounded tablespoons of calcium
a WIRE HANGER back with arsenate or lead aresenate.
your garments, and protect
your cleaning from wrinkling.
Forty-four farmers in Daviess
county bought 65,200 pounds of
ammonium nitrate, most of
which was appliea to pastures
and meadows.

News From The Past

THE GARDEN

a fine collection of books, manuscripts, periodicals, portraits and
various keepsakes of the War
Between the States, lent to the
University by the Lexington
Chapter, United Daughters of
the Confederacy. This organization is trying to make the
Confederate Room a center of
Confederate history for the
State and a nucleus for future
collection.
A picture of Gen. Robert E.
Lee, flanked by two American
flags and threee small prints of
the Southern general, hold the
honor place in the room. There
are four miniature flags, the
Stars and Bars, the first Confederate flag; the battle flag
adopted by General Beauregard
after the flit battle of Bull
Run; and two national flags encased in a glass frame.
A large painting of Gen. John
Hunt Morgan, copied from a
portrait by Rhihart by Mrs.
Laura Spurr Welch, ls now
in the room but probably will
be hung in the lobby of the
University library. A small
oval portrait of Gen. Ben Hardin Helm, .brother-in-law of
Abraham Lincoln, is also in
the collection, a gift from the
Helm family.
Many persons throughout the
State have contributed generously to this excellent collection. The U. D. C. hopes to
obtain a great deal more material for this historical center, from other Kentuckians who
possess articles of interest of
the Civil War period, a spokesman for the organization said.

4-H Girl Makes
Money From Pigs
Lydia Fairchild, Wayne county
4-H club girl, recently sold 10
six-months-old pigs weighing 1,
890 pounds, receiving the Louisville market price. Previously
she sold a litter of 10 pigs for
$300. They weighed almost 2,000
pounds two days before they
were five months old.

NOTICE—If you are
Suffering
with Arthritis or Rheumatic
Pains
SOMETHING CAN BE DONE
*rite for FREE information to
HINSON'S INSTITUTE _
208 N. 10th St. Richmond, Ind.

Service Insurance
Agency
INSURANCE OF ALL
Mrs. Julius Young Talmadge
(above), of Athens, Ga., was
elected President-General of the
Daughters of the American Revolution at the annual convention
of the organization in Washington, D. C., April 20. (AP Wirephoto).

KINDS
W. C. Sparks
Glenn E. Farmer
Sam Koltinsky

Everybody Reads The Leader

Ileorsihrirt-te-to tépolF
darnagewinds ond changeable'
pveother have donitr,to your
skin. Botany lanolin Formula 70
do it. K,n•od it In
%artily.onceor.twice o week.'
It rich lonolln:olis absorb, lubrkatif help restore the nat./
ral roil balance. You'll soon
he Difference."' .1
$1.25 and $2

eil.help.you

Besure to put milk in the
refrigerator as soon as it arrives.

Wm. M. YOUNG
Allis-Chalmers
Dealer

GOLDNAVER'S

Fredonia, Ky.

"Princeton's Finest Department Store"

Please
Remember

Remember

WIRE
HANGER

Phone 197

ially missed in the musical circles
of our city, where she has been a
leader for many years.

She's A Hero
Too!

I

STORE HOURS '
During
May, June, July & Aug.
8:30 to 5; Thurs. 8:30 to 12

Saturdays 8830 to 8:30
Notice is liereby given that the City Board

—the superior water-mix paint is
°mica!! One Gallon makes11
/
2Gallons of
—enough for the average room—covers
'Sam and most surfaces.
this new point invention
You redecorate—It will
'Your painting a pleasure.

of Supervisors will meet in the City Hall
,
on Thursday morning, May '11, 1944, at
10 o'clock for the purpose of organizing

Appropriate and Suitable Gifts at

and transacting any other business in
connection with the tax lists,

DR. W. L. CASH Mayor

Finkel's Fair Store

50 Accepted For

Kentucky Rubber
Helping Greatly
In Winning War

LOUISVILLE—"Made in Louisville" synthetic rubber is helpof
ing build "a great reaservoir
life"
the
saving
is
that
rubber
empire, Sir
of the British
Charles Hambro, chief of the
British raw materials mission,
said here sfter he had inspected
the city's plants.
Sir Charles came to Louisville
with Rubber Director Bradley
Dewey and H. LeRoy Whitney,
chief adviser to WPB Chairman
Donald M. Nelson. They inspected the Carbide .end Carbon
Chemical Corporation and the
E. I. DuPont neoprene plants today, then flew to Akros, Ohio.
The officials inspected the B.
F. Goodrich Company and National Synthetic Rubber Company plants Saturday after
their arrival here from Elgin
Field, Fla., in a Navy transport
plane.
"We, in the British empire,
certainly have Yankee ingenuigigantic
ty to thank for this
task of keeping our motor equipment running during this trying period in our history," said
Sir Charles.
"It would be unjust to the
millions of other workers and
the countless number of other
industries to say that the rubber industry is playing the
most important part in helping
win the war, but certainly this
conversion from making natural
rubber into tires to the manufacture of rubber out of test
tubes can be classified as one
of the great miracles of this
war," the British material expediter said.
Sir Charles, who has seen
both the alcohol and petroleum
manubase synthetic rubber
facturing processes in action,
said the two processes were
"extraordinary" and that both

We give prompt attention to all
who phone us for a loan. Get
full details of our service today.
Just phone the number below.
Loess Up To $300 To
Iota Men and Women
Mrs. Anna May Nesmith,
Manager
Phone 470 1064 Market St.
PRINCETON, KY.

rdersiale
FINANCE CORP. Of KY.

TONIGHT

Knox Is Buried In
Arlington Cemetery

(Continued from Page One)
strategic plans require unusually large calls in some months,
then to the extent that younger
inand older men now being
ducted under current policies
those
are not available inolder
of
numbers
larger
months,
•
men must be called.
Figures given by Selective
of
Service showed a pool
750,000
1,500,000 fathers and
April
non-fathers in class 1-A on
men
these
of
many
how
I. Just
did
were under 28, the report
Secretary of the Navy Frank
lective
not show, but a recent'Se
Knox, who died Friday of a
that
estimated
Service report
was buried in Ar1-A heart attack,
more than 25 per cent of the
lington National Cemetery Monwould be inducted.
with full military
indus- day afternoon
In the agricultural and
the Nation's disamong
honors
occupation, deferrment tinguished Americans who have
trial
5,483,000
group on April 1, were
their country's service.
were died in
men, of whom 3,748,000
He served in two wars as a
3,group,
fathers. Most of this
soldier and in one as chief of
767,000 fathers and non-fathers, the world's mightiest navy.
ents
held occupational defererm
s from all walks of life
reviewed Thousand
of the type now being
paid final tribute at the gravemore
inducting
with the idea of
1, side.
men under 26,. On March
under
men
574,000
were
there
ts.
26 with industrial deferrmen
Selective Service has estiand
ur, 60,— mated that between 65,000
VICTIM OF MOTHER BUFFALO—John R. Summero looks up
either enlist at
will
men
Ga..
Atlanta.
70,000
Zoo.
Park
Grant
assistant keeper at
and bruis- the age of 17 or be inducted
Featured in the Spring issue
from a hospital bed "here he is recovering from cuts
and
es sustained when a mother buffalo at the zoo charged
upon reaching 18 each month.
the
"In Kentucky," official pubof
entered
Dilbeck.
Johnny
keeper.
gored him. He and another
Aggregate needs for the armed
fence
of the Commonwealth of
enclosure to drive the buffalo and her bull calf near the
lication
Deand
now
the other keep- services between
so photographers could make pictures. Dilbeck.
, is a story by Hamilur.
esSummero
Kentucky
rescue
current
to
31, based on
er. was only slightly hurt and managed
(AP cember
Attending Summerour is Mrs. Lester Goldsmith, a nurse.
timates, an official said are ton Tapp of Simon Bolivar BuckWirephoto.)
1,385,000 men. Should that goal ner's family and the part being
be reached by inducting the played by Lt. Gen. Simon Boliwere contributing "an equal
same number , of men each var Buckner and his son in the
share to the development of
month, inductions 'would aver- present war. The 70th Kentucky
this remarkable industry."
154,000 monthly the rest of Derby, preparation of candidates
age
(The British empire has no
for the "Run of the Roses" and
this year.
such synthetic rubber industry,
(By Associated Press)
That number of men, it is the six triple crown champions
but relies upon American syn•
Paris, Tenn., May 3 — More estimated, can be furnished from of the turf are considered in
thetic industry for its major than 100 oil paintings, includ- the teen-age group, from the articles by Neville Dunn and
from "Buck" Weaver.
rubber supply.)
ing on attributed to Peter younger men now in 1-A,
complaining
an d
-occuCoatless
whose
Fred G. Neuman, author of
men
younger
master
the
old
Flemish
Rubens,
about "your hot spring weath- are on exhibition here at the pational deferrments are revok- "Irvin S. Cobb—His Life and
er," Dewey swung around ma- home of W. P. Williams, pub- ed, and from the relatively few Letters" has a story on the bechinery, peered into out of the lisher of the local Post-Intelli- older men holding unessential loved humorist who died recentway corners and inspected the gencer.
ly. "A Pattern for Peace" is
jobs.
rubber-making prociesses, here
presented by William B. HarriThey are the inheritance of
with an eye for minute detail. his wife from her uncle, James
son, president of the Louisville
He asked his escorts and as- M. Cowan of Aurora and ChiIndustrial Foundation. The specsociates many qquestions and cago, who died in 1933 leaving
ialized naval training program
kept the inspection party on most of his collection of 660 Mrs. Sarah G. Brown
at Morehead State Teachers Colthe 'go.
Funeral services for Mrs. Sa- lege is described in an article
works of art to the city of Au"This thing is immense," he rora, provided it would erect a rah Grove Brown, who died by William E. Bradley.
said.
Other articles in the Spring
suitable building to house them. Friday, April 28, were held in
Dewey said he had obtained This condition was met and Eddyville at 2:30 Sunday after- issue touch on Louisville's War
a "complete picture" of the Mrs. Williams received one- noon, with the Rev. Ashley, industries, weapons of war made
Louisville operations and that fourth of the collection.
Methodist, minister, officiating. by Hilleric.h and Bradsby, Aerial
he was "highly satisfied" that,
Warfare history made by Sgt.
Several of the important works Mrs. Brown died of paralysis.
barring manpower troubles, it will be hung in a bank at the
Survivors are her husband, J. B. Hamilton, Berea College
well
would maintain a pace
high school. Citizens of this city ugene J. Brown; a daughter, Folk Games and Aubudon State
above its installed capacity for of 10,000 want to keep the Mrs. Merle Brown, Princeton; a Park. The recent number of "In
the duration "and then you'll paintings, prints and watercol- son, Rollin William, and a sis- Kentucky" carries many attractbe getting some mighty good in Paris.
ive illustrations, some in color.
ter, Mrs. W. Luckett.
tires after the war."
Pallbearers were R uls se 1
To keep the edges of bacon
C. H. Creasey, Wonewoc, Wis., Smith, Ben Harvey Smith, Rosleft week-end, after visiting his coe Grimes, A. B. Holland, Les- or smoked ham from curling
Marble Game
brcther, .I. A. Creasey and oth- lie Cannon and _Rube Marshall. while cooking, cut 1-4 inch
Old Stuff To Him
er
relatives here and in the coun- Burial was in Eddyville ceme- notches with scissors, in the
Ottawa, Kans. (fP)—Some tenedge.
tery.
ty.
year old boys at Hawthorne
iiiiiii1iiiiii11111.1111111111.9#
11 11111111111111•10.1111.111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111 lllll1iiiiiiiiiiiii111.111.111111111111111011011.61{11111611141111
.111111111/11.11111 llllllllll11.11.
school learned that elderly Custodian Eldon Mahoney had a
bag of fancy marbles and lured
him into a game of lagging at a
line. But Mahoney turned out
to be a pretty fair lagger and
removed 50 or 60 marbles from
the boys before they gave up in
disgust.
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INVENTED LAUGHI
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Watch Betty Hutton Stryttiri
to those Cole %ter Hits!
Who 154? Pa.Yes, T

Dona Drake • Cully Richards • Eve Arden
ZaSu Pitts Marjorie Weaver • Raymond Wolbure
[weer
Directed by SntIntty Lanfteld timed an a retnacal ph, I.
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AT LAST!

THE

TUESDAY
—and-WEDNESDAY

REAL

THING!

For 40 unforgettable
moments you'll ride
beside our courageous
airmen in an actual
RAID INTO GERMANY!

LEATHER SOLE

THE WAR DEPARTMENT
presents

5 ROOM DWELLING
Close to East Side School. Concrete Street.

THE MEMPHIS BELLE
IN TECHNICOLOR

New Dwelling For Sale
Modern in every respect . . . on concrete street.
Extra large lot . .. a bargain for anyone looking for a home.

in khaki!

4/
0
is on.0
/m ot ,roiner

CAPITOL

Very I7esirable and Priced Right

First Great Motion Picture Ever Filmed
During Actual Air Combat!

"Here today... gone tomorrow" is the predicted fate of these popular styles...so get

ON SAME PROGRAM WITH

-yours now... Of rich White Linen with
LEATHER SOLES and Russet Calf trim.

ROLLICKING RHYTHM!

Exclusive at

John E. Young, Agt.

Princeton Shoe Co.

Phone 25

"Fine Shoes - Fitted By X-Ray"

$5.95
,
Airplane stamps Nos. 1 and
are now good for shoes.

MAY11-12
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ACUFF
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"The whole course of

a bombing mission in all its real and exciting detail".— Front page New York Times
"A great contribution ... graphic ... emotional."—Editorial page New York Tribune '

40 Minutes of Unmatched Thrills
THE WAR
DEPARTMENT
PRESENTS

As You Ride With The

a Sc

t of
also

Plus These Delightful Shorts!
COLOR CARTOON—"KINDLY SCRAM"
FOX MOVIETONE NEWS

Plus These Interesting Short Features!
"ROD AND RE
M-G-M Featurette
Sport Short
"MAIN STREET TODAY"

Garage, Gas and Water.

ett,
an

LATE sHo
SAT. Nil! -

PICTORIAL NEWS
OF THE WORLD

Everybody Rekds The Leader

For Sale!

TRI

Yn

Deaths-Funerals

For Women Only
Raleigh, N. C. (iP) — North
Carolina has set aside a mountain trout stream for women
anglers only. It's a tributary of
the South Toe river called Neal's
Creek, which runs through the
state game farm.

QUICK
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The et/sfrom murder est night!
and
ponse Is terrific—and Joan
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to
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are
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most of every action-packed
moment!

State Magazine
Tells Of Buckners

Publisher Shows
Fine Paintings

SATURD

Memphis Belle Crew On An Actual Raid Into Germany!
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Alexander Hostess
Eastside Faculty

Added;
QUACIfiNG
Color cutest
No. 11 - DON
OF THE COAST

"WISE

LATE SH0
SAT. NITE

j, 1), Alexander was boaparty for memat a dinner
Eastside Faculty at
the
of
home on West Main street
ay night at 6:30 o'clock.
ent were Misses Audio
n, Thelma Harville, Eliza
and Louise Turley; Mess Henry C. Lester, Hillery
ett, Charles Curry, John
Miss
n and Edwin Jacob.
ha Schultz and Miss Gladys
School,
t of Butler High
also present.

Lacy Hostess
Bridge Club
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Mr. and Mrs. Lester Goodaker,
Princeton, on the birth of a
daughter, Donna Lois, May 1, at
Princeeton Hospital.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. J. C. Wilson,
Marion, on the birth of a son,
James Warren, April 23, at
Princeton Hospital.

Mrs. Trice Belt, Fredonia, is
critically ill.
.• •
The condition of Mrs. Laban
Kevil is unchanged.
• • •
Mrs. Mabel Davidson, Princeton, Start Route 6, underwent
an appendectomy last week-end
and is improving.
• • •
Hays Langston, Mexico, is improving.
• • •
Mrs. George Herndon, who was
burned at her home on Dawson
Road last week, continues to improve.

Tuesday Night Bridge
met with Mrs. Thomas
at the ,home of her mothis. R. S. Sneed, West
Street, at 7:30 o'clock.
inbers present were Meal.
s• Willard Mitchell, ConLacey, Jim Walker, C. H.
era, Billy McCaslin, Owen
ins, Thomas Lacey, and
s LaRue Stone and , Agnes
• ney. Visitors were VirMorgan and Mesdames
Stallins,
ey Sharp, Fred
and Fred Jake.
t prize was won by Mrs.
RATION CALENDAR
second
n Cummins and
went to Miss Agnes Mc(By Associated Press)
ey.
Meats, fats, etc.—Book four
delicious salad course was red
stamps A-8 through Q-8 now
by the hostess.
valid indefinitely. Red stamps
R-8, S-8 and T-8 will be valid
May 7, and good indefinitely.
nd Funeral
• • •
ong the out-of-town friends
relatives,attending the funProcessed foods — Book four
of W. W. Whitis here Tues- blue stamps A-8 through Q-8
afternoon were Rev. and now valid and good indefinitely.
Frank Chandler and child- Next series of five stampfr_will
Hickory; Mrs. 011ie Rice, not be valid until June 1.
• • •
. George Graham, Mrs. EmSugar—Book four stamps 30
Tinsley, Mr. and Mrs. Tully
ice and Mr. and Mrs. J. M. and 31 good for five pounds inard, all of Paducah; Mr. and definitely. Stamp 40 valid for
. T. 0. Davis, Akron, Ohio; five pounds for home canning
and Mrs. Herman Futtrell through February 28, 1945.
• • •
Mrs. Dallas Outland and two
Shoes—Book three airplane
hters, all of Murray; Miss
erine Parker, Evansville, stamp 1 and 2 good indefinitely.
• • •
., Mrs. W. 0. Estes, Akron,
Gasoline: 11-A coupons good
'o Mrs. Noble Parker, Evans'o; Mrs. Noble Parker, Evans- for three gallons through June
21. B-2, B-3, C-2 and C-3 coupons
rth, Texas.
good for five gallons everywhere.
ftover vegetables are very
in salads, either added to
Be sure not to prepare fruits
vegetables or molded in or vegetables until just before
tin.•
cooking.
e

pea

The Leader
Congratulates
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Phone 50
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Dorothy Ann Davis
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Personals

Presbyterian Minister
Installed At Fredonia

Mrs, Zypha Goodaker returned to her home in Owensboro
Saturday after spending several
days with Mrs. B. G. Harrington
and other friends here.
• • •
W. L. Granstaff spent last
week-en in Crawfordsville, Ind.,
where he visited his son, Donald, who is in the Naval Air
Corps, stationed at Wabash College.

Rev. C. W. Ditworth was installed as pastor of the First
Presbyterian church at Fredonia
Sunday afternoon. Other ministers who participated in the
ceremonies were the Rev. John
Fox, Princeton, Dr. Hood, Sturgis; and the Rev. A. C. Wykoff,
Madisonville.
The Rev. Mr. Dilworth will
also preach at the Frances Presbyterian church
once
each
month.

Princeton Leader
Princeton, Kv
•5

Siamese Twin Girls
Born In Pennsylvania
Are Joined At Pelvis
(By Associated Press)
,-.-Siamese twins, described by a
nurse as "cute little blonde
girls," were, born Sunday at,
Phoenixville hospital.
Dr. Elmer Gotwals, chief of
staff at the hospital, said the
mother is Mrs. Mary Stierly,
24, of Aububon, Pa., whose husband was killed two months ago
in a motorcycle accident.
Dr. Gotwals said the twins
weigh 12 pounds and are joined
at the pelvis, although they are
perfectly and separately formed
from the waist up.
They never will walk, the
physician said, and they never
can be separated; if one dies,
the other could not survive

Princeton Phone Folk
Share Security Award'
Telephone men and women
of Princeton today shared the
national security award of the
8ffice cif Civilian Defense for
establishing and maintaining a
"Superior Standard of Protection and Security" of war-time
telephone service. The award
was presenteed in Atlanta, Ga.,
in recognition of the activities
of mow than 30,000 telephone
men and women in more than
900 cities and towns.

Mr. and Mrs. Frank Giannini Paducah Garden Club
left this morning tor Little Rock, Sponsors Conservation
more than a few hours.
Arkansas, where they will atHe added that the twins have
Speaker
Friday,
May
12
tend the graduation exercises toPaducah, May 2—Dr. H. H.
a single alimentary tract and
day of their daughter, Sue GianBennett, head of the Soil Conserthat their inner legs are joined
nini, from St. Vinson's Hospital.
vation Service, Washington, will
• • •
together, terminating in a sinspeak on "Care of the Soil" May
gle foot with only one toe. The
Miss Hilda Pepper, Nashville,
12, at Paducah.
outer legs are perfectly formed.
spent last week-end with her
His appearance is sponsored by
parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. A. the
Paducah Garden Club, orPepper, Franklin street.,
ganization of women to launch a
• • •
campaign to increase interest in
Miss Wanda Wadlington, 'br"San
conservation in the Purchase.
CASUAL FELT—Big-brimmed and becoming, in all the new- Evansville, spent last week-end
The meeting will get underway
est spring colors. Designed for war duty by Stetson.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. at 7
o'clock at Hotel Irvin
Charles Wadlington, Franklin St. Cobb. The
lecture will be ac• • •
companied by colored films.
Mrs. I. T. Similar and MarThe Garden Club has made
(Continued from Page One)
CENTRAL PRESBYYTERIAN
taret Jane and Bobby Sholar an appeal
W. 0. Towery, Mrs. Leo Linton,
to county agents in
GIVE HER COSTUME JEWELRY . .. a gift she'll wear and
•
were visitors in Hopkinsville the Purchase
Pastor, John N. Fox
and Pennyrile to
Elmer Carter, W. P. McLin, Mrs.
enjoy long after Mother's Day is past. We've many sugMonday.
S. S. Supt., Leonard Groom.
help provide a large attendance
• • •
Mitchell Harrington, Mrs. Curt
gestions.
at
the
Sunday,
May
7meeting. Farmers and
Jones, Mrs. Bryant Sims, Miss
Mrs. T. J. Simmons has re- farm
leaders, are urged to get
9:45 A.M. Church School.
Robbie Sims, S. R. Childres,
turned from Fordyce, Arkansas,
10:45 A.M. Morning Worship. where she spent several weeks in touch with their county
Dique Eldred, L. G. Cox, Mrs.
agents for information and tickThe
"Looking
Into
Dique Eldred, Miss Mary Wil- Message:
with her mother, Mrs. Mary Har- ets to the event.
son Eldred, Mrs. J. J. Tandy, Prodigal's Home". There is a rison.
• Bracelets
• • •
Mrs. S. 0. Catlett, Mrs. Herndon called congregational meeting af4 Mrs. Mary Harrison, Fordyce,
ter this service.
Greer, Miss Virginia McCaslin.
Miss Revis Hopper, Washing- Arkansas, is visiting her daugh•earrings
6:30 P.M., Tuxis and the Pion- ton, D. C., is visiting her parents, ter, Mrs. T. J. Simmons
Mrs. Leona
Trader, Mrs.
and
the
Annex.
meets
in
Stephens, Rowdy Southard, B. eer group
Mr. and Mrs. Porter Hopper, Mr. Simmons.
• Pins
7:30 P.M. Evening Hour of near Princeton.
Templeton,
• • •
N. Lusby, Alton
• • •
Glenn Farmer, Mrs. Tony Horn, Worship. Meditation: "CommunMrs. R. B. Ratliff has returned
• Brooches
W. D. Armstrong, John Byford, ism of the Kingdom."
Miss Mary Francis Whit's, of from Austin, Texas, where she
Monday, May 8, 10:00 A.M., Evansville, was called home last spent three weeks with _ her
Willis
Martin, Mrs. McKee
• Cameo Rings
Thompson*, Fred Pasteur, Mrs. Ladies Aid meets in the Annex. week-end on account of the daughters, Jeanne Carolyn and
P.M.,
Wednesday, May 10, 7:15
M. L. Orange, Robert Traylor,
death of her father, W. W. Anna Garrett, students at the
• Necklaces
Miss Amy Nichols, Dr. Keeney, Prayer and Study Fellowship; Whitis.
University of Texas.
H. M. Pilaut, Lindsey Gray, J. 8:15 P.M., Choir rehearses.
• • •
• Watches
W. Morgan, Mrs. Henry Keeney,
Mrs. Julian LItUepage and
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Lowery
Eastern Star, Mrs. P. R. Shelby, CHRISTIAN CHURCH
little son, Julian Gene, left were the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Grace Brown, Mrs. Lily Chas. P. Brooks, Minister
Wednesday forLolisville, where Mitchell Lowery in Evansville,
Bible School 9:45.
Campbell, Mrs. Frank Machen,
they will visit Mr. Littlepage, Sunday. •
Morning Worship, 11:00.
Mrs. Ruby K. Young.
who is employed there.
Young People's meeting 8:00.
Mrs. Warren Catlett, Mrs.
• • •
In order not to scorch milk,
'
S ANNEX
CORNETTE
7:30.
worship,
Evening
Philip
Stevens, Mr. Philip
Miss Helen Grace Wilson, who rinse the pan with water before
7:00;
Service,
Mid-week Prayer
Stevens, Mrs. Alyne Akin, Mrs.
has been in Nashville the last heating the milk.
Open Every Night
T. H. Buttermore, Mrs. E. Choir Rehearsal, 7:45.
three weeks for treatment, is
Kentucky
Young, Mrs. Harold Wilson, Mrs.
Hopkinsville,
To remove face powder from
somewhat improved. She is at
Sam Jones, G. M. Pedley, Mrs. OGDEN MEMORIAL
the home of her brother, Alex a satin or velvet dress brush
L. Lowry, Virgil Smith, Rev. E. METHODIST
lightly with a woolen cloth.
Wilson and Mrs. Wilson.
S. Denton, Dixie Lois Jacob, E. S. Denton, Pastor
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F. K. Wylie, Grayson Harralson, ry Long, Supt.
11:00 A.M. Morning Worship.
H. A. Goodwin, Euen Farmer,
6:30 P.M. Youth Fellowship.
Mrs. Katie M. Hale, Miss Fanny
Newsom, Mrs. John Erwin, Mrs. Helen Feagan, Leader.
7:30 P.M. Evening service.
J. D. Lester, N. W. Oliver, Robert
El
L. Jacobs, Mrs. Mitchell Clift,
I
i
Mrs. Alvin Lisanby, Miss Mar- SECOND BAPTIST
1
I.
Pastor
Masters,
Crowder,
M.
Miss
Minnie
F.
ion Bell,
Regular worship with preach- 1 I
Mr. and Mrs. John Ed Young,
Tom Simmons, Mr. Howard Rice, ing by the pastor at 11 A.M. and 1 f.
Mrs. Frank Cash, Mrs. M. C. 7:30 P.M. Morning theme will
II
Corley, M. L. Orange, Dr. W. L. be "The Holy Spirit in Wor- I
Cash, R. E. Young, Mrs. J. E. ship," and the evening subject I
will be -Hindering the Gospel I
Tatum, Mrs. E. Dobbins.
of Christ," Sunday School at I
To protect valuable minerals, 9:45 and BaptiSt Training Union I.
I
vegetables should be • cooked in at 6:30 P.M. All are welcome.
i
covered utensils and should not
Everybody ReLls The Leider
be stirred.

90 Enlist Here
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No gift can ever show how much I
love you, but here's a little remembrance to give you an idea how much

Ile APIT
MAY11-12

you mean to me. Hope you like it.

with flowers, the gift she loves
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Host of 00105

A LOURAY DRESS

nicest gift of all..-. roe

Mothers of the_baby carriage brigade or,
Mothers "rye two in the Army and one at sea:*)
Give her the added pleasure of choosing the

She'll Love a Bag and Gloves
She can never have enough hose. Choose from wispy sheer rayons.

dress herself with our IOURAY Gin CERTIFICATE!
So many becoming, flattering styles and all
wonderfully slimming, You can be sure you'll
LOURAV
please her with a aiit she can wear
$8.95
ORIGINAL! Sizes 36 to 44 and 1614 to 241s'

She'll Love a Slip
Our famous Rhythms in exquisite lace trims or tailored types.
White and tearose.

She'll Love Lingerie
Rayon jersey prints or crepe gowns for her. Cool, crisp robes for
her leisure comfort.

She'll Love a Blouse
For that zippy, spring feeling our tailor-made stripes or prints are
the thing.

Shetiflove Hosiery
wardrobe with the right bag and gloves. Splendid

Complete her

assortment of summer fabrics and leathers.

POTTED PLANTS—SWINGING BASKETS
CUT FLOWERS — BOUQUETS
CORSAGES
FILMED IN
FLAMING

TECH

GOLDNAMER'S

A. H. TEMPLETON
FLORIST
103-W
103-1
EARLY
ORDER
TOO
WIRE,
BY

SHE'LL LOVE A GIFT FROM

THE EXCLUSIVE LADIES' STORE
HOPKINSV1LLE
lergoomaNnornsomPlasiomOMMeniom.

416201111MINIMILIMV:ItivAwit

Thursday, May 4, 19
The Princeton Leader, Princeton,

Recover Auto

Seats
Instead of buying new
of furfiture, members at
Farmington Homemaker{
in Graves county are
money by recovering seat,1.
discarded automobiles. A fr
is made the correct height
the seat, then a slip
tailored. The result is a
style divan or chair, comfo
and attractive.

Angus Breeders
To Have Sale
West Kentucky Association Formed To Improve Cattle Herds
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only and ask us "Hoe
zine for the first time.
Green.
ones, the majority were planted
Agriculture and Home Economics.
Ws will it cost to add es.
Other officers of the associa- to control erosion.
lessening the feed
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tion are J. Worden Wells,
tend•d coverage (supple.
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AVERY CARRIED FROM WARD PLANT—Sewell Avery, chairman
der unfavorable conditions in
Harvesting orchard grass seed
unidentified soldiers of the army
Orchard grass is well adapted
Ward & Co., is carried from the firm's Chicago offices by two
Herbert Light
Harry
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Hall.)
Photographer
Trigg
Staff
AP
by
not require special machine(Picture
does
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before.
Kentucky,
the
day
plant
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to all parts
detail which seized the
WLA To Help Out
broadcast balbo rye and wheat
in good ry, the college points out. It may
At least 115 'Women's Land by hand in the same field on the college says. The interest
Complete Insurance Berne
the de- be handled by equipment alArmy members in Hickman coun- same day. The rye established a pastures- has increased
the farm or in the Princeton, Ky.
on
ready
about
Pao
Formerly
seed.
for
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ty will help with farm work this good root system, according to
a third of the orchard grass seed neighborhood. The usual method
the
will
During
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summer.
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and
spring
consistent
Grass
Blue
the
of
running
70th
Venable,
S.
County Agent Keith
By FRANK ECK
in this county came from is to cut with a grain binder and
favorite on Derby past winter, their jobs included while the wheat was slow in get- used
New York — Favorites for the classic at Churchill Downs on go to the post
Denmark. That supply is now cut thresh with an ordinary separorfor
caring
tobacco,
stripping
ting started and made less than off. Also large quantities of seed ator. In some instances combines
day. The son of Stimulus-Lady
Kentucky' Derby's have a pretty Saturday, May 6.
milking cows and a fourth as much growth.
Why? Because the favorite has Minnie has won his last three phaned lambs ,
good average over the years but
are needed for export to England. can be used. Small lots can be
caring for poultry flocks.
starts in impressive fashion and
the law of averages will be on won the last three Derbies.
Farmers are told that orchard cut with a mower, or even with
Stir Up, Greentree Stable's there are few who say he can't the Louisville stretch to win at CONSTRUCTION grass seed production is profit- a cradle.
the side of the outsider in the
travel the mile and a quarter.
telephone numbers, paying $72.40
able at present. Prices are high,
aillIANCE ASSICIA11111.
WORKERS
Also in Stir Up's favor is his for $2.
To stop hot grease from spatand a crop of seed provides a
A CENTURY-OLD CAPITAL STOCK CORN
jockey, Eddie Arcaro, who is
With all the talk about D-day
substantial cash income or saves tering, sift a quarter teaspoon
WANTED
ir
mistakes
known to make few
it may be that Ben Jones, WhirlSubscribe to The Leads
spending money for seed, with- of flour into the grease.
the big ones. It will be Arcaro's away's trainer, may drop a little
. BY TVA FOR
fifth Derby mount and fourth fa- bombshell of his own with a
vorite. The only time Eddie "ac- thing—or rather a very good
KENTUCKY DAM
tually lost" a Derby was when he thing—in Pensive. That's someIt '
Could Eat Only Milk And
Flag
Nellie
filly
favored
rode the
so ,
thing to think about and the more
Cereals And Had To Give
AND
UNSKILLED
home fourth in 1935. And you you think about Pensive you bean
Up Business. Feels Better
know Regret was the only filly gin asking for 88 good reasons
s •
Than In Years.
SEMISKILLED
ever to smell the Derby roses.
Declaring that Retonga rewhy he can't beat Stir Up.
JOBS OPEN
For
Arcaro won with Lawrin in
Pensive is supposed to have a
lieved distress that forced him
de
1938 and the Calumet Farm's game leg. It's probably nothing
to give up business for two
Co
•48 hour minimum workweek
Whirlaway—holder of the track more than a Charley horse.
yeasai. Mr_ John B. Davis, widely
fire
record—in 1941. He lost aboard
known contractor and business
Here's a horse, men. He has one •Time and a half over 40 hours
Devil Diver in 1942, but Shut bad leg but what's more impor- •Room and board at low cost
man of Algood, Tenn., gratefully
)
Out, the other part of the Green
adds his name to the thousands
tant—he has three good ones. •Transportation paid
tree entry, won the race.
praising this noted medicine.
And when a horse wins with
And each time Mrs. Payn three good legs don't you think
Discussing Retonga, Mr. Davis
Apply at the
Whitney, Greentree owner, ha the horse 'mows it?
happily stated:
sent a favorite to the post she
"I had to give up all busiMr. John B. Davis
Why he's probably been favorUNITED STATES
won the Derby. Twenty Gran ing the hoof all the time waiting
ness for two years, and I took
treatments and medicines with- with a big construction company. scored in 1931 and Shut Out
to smell those pretty roses. And EMPLOYMENT SERVICE
out relief until I felt almost This was nearly two years ago 1942. Her longshots, Spy Hill i don't forget, there's a chance
desperate. I could eat only milk and I haven't missed a day '34 and Plat Eye in '35, wer that fourth leg may feel great for
War Manpower
and cereals and even these dis- from the job since. I have re- beaten.
just two minutes and four seconds
agreed with me. The gas pains gained twenty-five pounds, and
So that makes the Stir Up-Ar all year, and that's approximateConunission
and pressure weie almost beyond I feel better than in years. caro - Greentree combination
ly how long it takes to run the
endurance. I never got one good Naturally my gratitude to Re- stick out; in fact, so much of
Derby.
Boykin/mine, Kentucky
nights sleep. I had to use strong tonga is unbounded."
stick out that you begin to won
That's Pensive from Warren
203 East Ninth Street
laxatives continually. I was 30
Retonga is intended to relieve der why they run the race at all Wright's Calumet Farm.
pounds underweight and felt so distress due to Vitamin B-1 de- but then you remember a horse
Pensive won only $16,215 in his
weak I could hardly walk around ficiency, constipation, insuffici- called Bimelech in the 194 first 11 races compared with Stir
Thursday, May 4, 1944
the house. ,
ent flow of vital digestive juices Derby.
Up's $38,450 in 16 starts, but Pen"I started on Retonga and in the stomach and loss of apThey made Col. E. R. Bradley' sive has been with some classy
THESE ARE WAR JOBS
within a week I began to get petite. Accept no substitute. Re- fifth possible Derby winner , company and has been "in the
relief, and I soon felt so much tonga may be obtained at Daw- prohibitive 2 to 5 favorite an money," in each of his first six
Persons in other war
better that I became associated son's Drug Store.
—adv. Gallahadion came tearing dow starts this year.
work should not apply.
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CAMDEN FIRE

CONTRACTOR REGAINS
25 LBS. ON RETONGA

Lighthearted Dress
Women's Sizes

9.98
We've lots of pl.. Ity pastel
prints to enchant her heart
1

KESSLER'S

NOTICE!

(Alex F. Kessler Fur Co.; St. Louis)

BEGINNING MONDAY, MAY I

and 'C' card-holders are eligible
for Top-Quality Davis Safety
Grip Tires

Gives You TWO-FOLD
Protection for Your Furs!

White Shirtwaist
Blouse
Rayon Crepe
3.49

A Smooth Tailored
Slip
Sizes 32-3s
2.98

The very style she wants
for her smart new spring

Allciver self-design multifilament rayon crepe cut
to fit!

A Bright Purse

Flattering Sheer •
Hosiery
Full-rumoned
84c pr.

Gloves Of Any. Style
White and Colon

1.98 and 2:98 pr.
Long or short length
akin or capeskin.

•Modern, Scientific Cold
Sio/ag• Vaults1

MAKE THAT CERTIFICATE COUNT!

•

•Plus All-RISK Insurance Policy covering
your garment from the time It leaves
your hands until one year frorrithat date.

OWN VALUATION
% OF YOU"
(Minimum
Charge, $3)

Western Auto Associate Store
Princeton

Phone 400

le.

Skilled Workmanship In Re-Styling, Re-Lining;
Repairing, Cleaning, Will Make Your Fur Like Hew:

Kossier's

GOLDNAMER'S

Smart Styles

2.98
Always the perfect answer
to "what does she really
want."

Highly twisted rayon . .
for longer wear, more
beauty.

Rich Rayon Crepe
Gown

Floral Print and Solid

2.98
How she'll love this veri
sod
Personal gift. It's in
3248.

PRINCETON, KY.

F FEDERATED STORE

Letters To The
Leader Editor
To The Editor of
Princeton Leader:
In a communication criticizing Kentucky Utilities Company, widely circulated last
week, W. L. Sturdevant, director of information for governnient owned T. V. A., declared
that T. V. A. (and 128 municipal and co-operating systems
distributing T. V. A. electricity)
In the 1943 fiscal year paid
$3,918,086 in taxes and tax equivalents on a gross revenue total-
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Homemakers' Club
Plans Recreation
Members of the Oscar Homemakers' Club in Ballard county
are of the openion that farm
families do a better wartime Job
If they get together occasionally
for recreation. During the winter
months, the club arranged weekly parties at different homes
Community socials at the school
building included taffy pulls,
folk games, picture shows and
old-fashioned box suppers. Home
agent Susan Davie reports that
more than 100 were attendance
at a recent meeting.
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Consider the problem of wo- for women after the war does
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change. And if .they are not, privately owned
equipment.
of expressing your love for Mother on HER gift
epuipment to run them, and con- they will be bewildered and two items alone would have toOur counters are brimming over with grand
sequently more leisure for wo- 'out of it.' Women can't shut taled $38,025,111. Thus T. V. A.
or
It is the vital plasma which has
shorter
$13,be
of
loss
a
will
had
There
have
suggestions—dresses, gleaming satin slips
men.
would
themselves within four walls
saved the economic life of many
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handk
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of
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for
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hours
any more. They must take an 479,05
- an individual and industry
people working. In the recon- active part in the communities Sturdevant claims.
ns or
stricken by disaster.
will
women
For the home, give her a bedspread, curtai
When T. V. A. shares fairly
version job ahead,
which they live."
in
.
stock
our
from
gifts
the
other practical
with privately owned power
have a place because of
For over 90 years, through war,
systems the costs of government
many kinds of jobs they have
, depression and catastrophe, the
Held
ing
Train
and war, then let T. V. A. adlearned to do in this war." ' Youth
Continental has provided sound
Now what of the outlook for Cheaper Than Crime Cost vocates compare its electric
fire insurance protection at prof
' gressively lower cost. Today fire
business and professional woLa Junta, Colo.—(1P)--After a rates with those of Kentucky
insurance costs less than ever
men after the war?
recent murder trial District At- Utilities Company.
JOHN E. DAVIS:
"It looks as though women torney ohn Mabry dictated this
would have great opportunities," memorandum to, axpayers:
For sound protection
said Miss Bess Bloodworth, vice- "Even from a standpoint of MO Centenarian A Dry
- through this agency.
president. of Namm's Store, cash it is cheaper to build characWas 90
Brooklyn, and a member of ter into our youth than not to." Since He
quit drinking whiskey at
At the trail one youth was con- Lindley
the Women's Advisory Comat 100 he thinks maymittee of the Tar Manpower victed for , murder and sent to 90 and now
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pound
woof
two
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a
boy,
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er
Commission.
prison for life. Anoth
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o
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age
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advant
he
men have taken
state's witness, said training
this
arian recently and celethe opportunities which
received in a youth program kept centen
by taking care of his
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and dog.
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This
r.
murde
the
to
which led
Born in Lancaster, Pa., Lindly
boy had heard two others discusscast aside his glasses ten years
ing plans for the robbery.
and says he reads his Bible
The youth program was fi- ago
without seeing aid. He says
nanced, partially, by $400 con- daily
, a Quaker, lived to be
father
his
$1,000
cost
It
s.
citizen
by
tributed
he died in Ohio.
before
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send
and
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to try the other
him to prison.
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It was estimated that between courag
h the use of dress-forms,
throug
hens
of
s
pound
75,000
and
60,000
been made the past
having
60
Lee
in
sold
were
and roosters
.
month
county in March.

Women Must Stay On Toes
To Hold Wartime Gains

5.

Fire Record

America's Most Photographed Figures . .
Hollywood's Glamorous Stars Choose
world-famed
The official swim suit of the
Beauty PaAtlantic City "Miss America"
geant.

CATALINA

KORUM TIME
y raisers hi all paris ee tbe
Hundreds of thousands of poultr
M, when seed in chicle' Maio(
U. S. find that Russell's KORUr.
vrater helps keep chicks regula
l drugs, sets as a land lenKORUM, a combination of severaing
mucous mad toxic Ames
dissolv
in
Aids
ent.
astring
salve and
Can be safely used in X/If
in the digestive and intestinal tracts.
kind of fountain.
with chicks,or pouits
To gerbest Minns start using ORUM
economical be use-is
(
ROHM
e.
passibl
as
at as early an age
of drinkhig water. A plat
gallon
each
to
l
poonfu
tables
one
only
bottle treats 500 chicks 2 weeks.
4 slow Plalls, $7,20: QINIFK
RUSSELL'S KORUM is sold in$5.00.
$1.76; Half-Gallon, $8.00; Gallons,

Korean Helps Keep

WICARSON
Incorporated
EXCLUSIVELY YOURS

Them lihigkerJar

FOR SALE BY

Ckusics
Double-Duty Two-Piecers
5

and

than-

Smooth rayon crepes
tungs, cracker-crisp spun rayons

solids, bright tones or
soft prints,touched with colorful
embroidery, staccato white accents and sparkling burin.

in sunny

•e •e,..t

Thursday, May 4,

Reports Due From
rs
Some Employe
Glenn Calls

State Fair Set
For Aug. 18-Sept. 4
s,y4have a State fair August
28-September 4 and it will be
the State Fair grounds—a committee of the State Fair Board
decided after inspecting the
• grounds.
"There is not enough room left
exclusive of the area being used
by war plants and the Rubber
Reserve Corporation." said John
Wehrley, fair secretary.
"The committee also decided
the barns are in too bad shape
for use now."
Therefore, the committee will
examine several other places in
the Louisville area which might
make fair sites and at a board
12, will de.ide
meeting Ma
where the fair will be held,
Wehrley reported.

FBI Conference At
Paducah Is Postponed
L. M. CHIPMAN, assistant
special Agent in charge of the
Louisville, office of the Federal
Bureau of Investigation, announced Monday that the FBI Law
Enforcement Conference, scheduled to be held May 2, in Paducah, has been canceled and
postponed indefinitely due to the
fact that M. W. McFARLIN,
special agent in charge of the
office, who is in Washington,
D. C., has been unavoidably detained in that city and will be
unable to attend on the scheduled date. It is contemplated this
conference will be held at some
later date.
A Russian icon, a rare painting of the nativity scene, was
presented to the University of
Kentucky recently by Harold
Denny, American war correspondent now stationed in England, in memory of his wife,
the late Jean Bullitt Lowry
Denny, who formerly taught in
the University's department of
art. The icon will remain on
exhibit in the Art Department
through April, when it will be
given a permanent place in the
Art Department Library.

WAR
BONDS

Collector
For Tax Returns
On Employes

house698,804
Kentucky's
wives could conserve enough
to make 36,441
paper daily
comainers for 75mm. shells by
saving one paper grocery bag
a day, according to an announce
ment by Howard Ccronley, director of the conservation di-

Louisville Is Place But
Fairgrounds Will
Not Be Used •
Louisville, —(A')— Kentucky

vision of the War Production
Board. This daily paper saving
would amount to 65,594 pounds.
Paper conservation also rea day, according to announceand food boxes, practice bombs,
bomb bands, blood plasma cartons, protection for ambulances
in shipment, camouflage materials and many other items.
More than ten times as much
tonnage of munitions, food and
materials is being shipped overseas in t,his war as in 1917-1918.
Food buyers and other shoppers are asked to conserve bags
by having several items put in
one sack, bringing their own
bags for re-use, or carrying home
unwrapped.
items
packaged
Housewives are not asked to return bags for re-use by others
than themselves. If all housewives in' the United States saved
one ounce-an-a-half bag each
day, the saving would amount
600,000 tons annually.
Allocations for pulp for the
manufacture of wrapping paper
and bags during the second
quarter of 1944 have been set
by WPB at less than one-third
the quantity used during a comparable pre-war period. Labor
shortages in the wood pulp industry and loss of pulp imports,
as well as military demands,
have caused the paper scarcity.

AN EYE OPENER TO OPEN THE SEASON—These two anglers
a
hied themselves to White Rock Lake near Dallas, Texas, forthe
open
dress rehearsal of the Texas fishing season, scheduled to
in
snagged
hook
her
got
next day. Juanita Campbell (left) soon
the play suit of Bobbie Lee Staten (right), and here help to untangle it. (AP Wirephoto).

Army Nurses To
Follow Invaders

COR

InS. R. Glenn, Collector of
calls
We Placed L.,.
Louisville,
ternal Revenue,
numOrders With
attention to the fact that a
failed to
ber of taBpayers have
due
file reports 1096 and 1099,
February 15, '1944.
Where a taxpayer withheld
not
tax from an employe, he is
required to file forms 1096 and
1099. But where an employe'
was not subject to withholding
tax, the employer should make
on
a report to the government
have re,.
forms 1096 and 1099, covering and
salary,
in
In both valik
numbers
paid
the amount
wages, fees, commissions and
Yellow Hybrid Le
bonuseri for the year 1943—if
will pay to plant Hybrii
single $500 or more, or, if marmore.
or
$624
ried
Farmers are not required to
withhold a tax from employes
CORN
or share croppers, but if an emYELLOW
ploye or share cropper received,
during the year 1943, more than
U.S. 13
if single or more than $624
$500
Y 103
SUPPLIES LOADED INTO NEW RAFT—Girl packers at the if
farmers should
married,
concentrated
Weber showcase plant in Los Angeles. Calif:, put
governthe
to
report
a
make
charts,
devices,
signal
canopy,
food, blankets, cushions, sail and
lifeand 1099.
WHITE
compass, tools, flashlights, first aid and fishing kits, rope, type ment on farms 1096
new
While the information rejackets, lantern, massageoil, and other supplies into More
72B
695
than
steel life raft being built for America's Victory ships.
turns should have been filed
half ton of material is stored on each raft. (AP Wirephoto)
201
15,
MS
February
not later than
1944, Collector Glenn urges any
one who is liable for the filing
PLANT BED
of these forms and has not
than
Flatlater
of
not
Blackburn,
file
TREATMENT
Miss Anne
done so, to
By Gladys Ruth Moore
15, 1944.
BLUE STONE and
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Simpkins rock, is visiting her sister, Mrs. June
and children, of Francis, were Keith Perkins here.
Miss Mary Ellen Boaz of Lapkin For Napkin
the Sunday guests of Mrs. T. N.
Pittsburgh —(A')— The GreatSPRAY MATERI.
Fuller and daughter, Fiazel.
Evansville, visited here over the
er Pittsburgh Linen Supply asMr. and Mrs. Jim Rustin were
ARSENATE OF LED
week-end.
sociation has announced that the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Avery
Turley, "lapkin" — an innovation about DUTOX ROTONON'E S
M.
H.
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Tabor in Evansville a few days
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Glenn, Miss the size of a dainty luncheon naplast week.
Mr and Mrs. Vernon Vandell, Rachel Turley, and Miss Ida kin — will replace the cover-all
of London, Ky., have been vis- Belle Turley, of Evansville, were type napkin for the duration. Soy Beans — Sudan
iting relatives here this week. dinner guests Sunday of Mr. and Linen suppliers cut down the size
For Field Seed ani
to save materials.
Mrs. Charles Young, of Evanç Mrs. Martin Turley.
Farm Supplies
Jimmie Ray, of Evansville,
sville, visited here over the week
the
over
parents
his
The
Leader
Reads
visited
Everybody
end.
M. Ivan Bennett, who has week-end.
IN HOPKINSVILLE
been ill, is improved.
hybrid
of
Two thousand acres
Mrs. F. G. Lowery, Mr. Virgil
Lowery and Mr. and Mrs. Her- corn will be planted in Carter
man Lowery of Princeton were county this spring.
HOPI‘IN\ II,LE
visitors of Mr. andMrs. Mitchell
Dried beans and peas help
Lowery and family of Evansville
stretch meat points.
Sunday.

MEACHA
BROADBEI
and
FUNK

Fredonia Valley News

With the U. S. Army Nurses bomber pilots. It includes jacket,
leather:
In Britain—The first American trousers and helmet of
oxypreserver,
life
West"
"Mae
after
Continent
the
women onto
lined
the beachhead is gained will be gen mask, heavy fleece
the U. S. Army nurses. "That's boots and parachute.
In the field both girls will
what I am waiting for," said
2nd Lts. Lilyan Emmons of sleep on cots minus sheets. They
Chicago and Marion L. Hem- will wear slacks and leggings.
mesch of Rockford, N. D.
Hospital duty will see them in
Lliyan, a blue-eyed blonde, is
and white seersucker, inbrown
hosattached to an evacuation
stead of the traditional white.
pital, intensively trained in
At the regular meeting of the
Bataan taught that white was
tents to prepare for battle confrom Caldwell County Board of Edsee
to
target
a
easy
too
ditions. Marion, an attractive
ucation Monday, May 1, 1944,
the air, and the laundry probbrunette in ..an Air Evacuation
a unanimous vote of the
by
lem is a nightmare up front.
Squadron, will fly in transport
follow the Board the boundary of Educawill
who
WACS,
planes returning the wounded
Division No. 4 was
nurses onto the continent, will tional
to U. S. Army hospitals in
to include all of the
have the same 50 pounds of changed
Britain.
precinct of Fredonia No.
voting
ground
Army
the
as
Bataan equipment
Lessons learned in
2. As no established Educational
in North Africa and in the Men- nurses.
Division No. 4 is the voting
itterranean have revised clothing
precincts of Donaldson No. 2,
and equipment for flying nurses Royalty Rates
and Fredonia No. 3. The bounand those on the ground for No Extra Oranges
daries of these voting prethe Big Show.
London—(/1)—The uniformed cincts make up the boundary of
Except for firearms Lilyan hotel messenger approached the Educational Division No. 4.
will get the same field equip- manager of the only retail fruit
. It.
(Signed)
ment--gas-mask, helmet, mu-- store in Covent Garden market. LEXIE 11. HOLEMAN, Chm'A.
sette bag, mess kit, pistol belt, "I—er—would like • the King's EDWARD F. BLACKBURN,Sec.
to , which is attached canteen, orange ration," he began.
first aid kit, flashlight—issued
"Which king?" asked the man- Administrator's Notice
G. I. Joe.
ager.
All persons knowing themMarion's flying nurses equip"King George of Greece," tFie
indebted to the esment is about the same as heavy messenger replied, and got one selves to be
tate of Sam 0. Catlett, deceased,
pound of oranges the King was present same properly proven
entitled to on his ordinary ration for settlement on or before June
book.
1, 1944, and all persons knowing
themselves indebted to said
estate come forward and settle
Writer's Cramp
Clearfield, Utah-071— There's same before said date.
a check-writing machine in oper- MRS. DOLLIE M. CATLETT,
Administrator.
ation now at the Clearfield naval 5-4-3t
supply depot but before it was
Wipe off meat with a damp
received Lt. J. T. Schriver, disbursing officer, signed his name cloth as soon as it comes into
the kitchen, place flat on waxed
to 89,820 checks.
paper or dish, and store in the
To prevent milk from curd- coldest part of the refrigerator.
ling or scorching, cook at a low Meat should not be soaked as
terimerature, and set all baked it will lose flavor" and vitamilk dishes in a pan of water. mins.
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About Liking Lovely Gifts

When you buy your new living
room furniture, you of course want
the newest in style, comfort and
colors. But even more important,
you want furniture that will retain

DEFENSE
McKESSON'S
ALBATUM
Chest Rub

for colds
20:. Size 23°

3 oz. size

470

,
Defend ihe health of your
"home. That job today is more
important than eyed That's
why we are offering, for a
short time, special values in the
famous quality drugs and fol.'
lefties horn the laboratories of

if
1
t!
•

its beauty and comfort for years to
come. That's why we sell and recommend Kroehler Furniture, with its
durable construction, lasting comfort and serviceable covering fabrics.

ohm%
fitiquf
„iiliafitm,4 aquavit opurfatt
frit

'

McKesson & Robbins.

'4'81114

Iffillfir
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McKESSON'S BEM
Ilialonotidid—lenord01614)

NO

lisme—Ditadd

470

IOW law ea u.S.P.(torple0
Oirattd Carbenalus(3et. Ate)

Gladen her heart on Mother's Day with one of
the lovely gift suggestions on display in our
store. Whether she has a hankering for jewelry
... lingerie . .. accessories or wearables, you're
sure to find what she herself would choose in
our quality-high collection. And . . . all are in
keeping with her—and ,your—wartime policy of
getting the most value for the price!

Mans halm

250

gate•—llalr Onadag(I et.) „

690

Um Mir Owe Leen..

690

Vitamin 9 Carnal=
Capsules

0,980

250114.23

Tamifolans

430

Isthro crams Deodorant(464

290

SPECIAL

Spasm iDite—u.S.P.(MI pewee

200

No/WON%

Illitiboodogaimod) 290

-MILK'

IldisildeliosaDropottor.) . 490
340

We have a new shipment of Doris Dodson and
Nelly Don dresses ... one of these would make
her a lovely gift.

Potent,
trustworthy

TAKE A
FULL YEAR
TO PAY

$1.011
790

IlldrosilornksftwoClimoIer)470

OF

MAGNESIA
.
91Avir33
.

LARGE MASSIVE KROEHLER MODERN
Just picture this beautiful streamline suite in your
home, tailored in smart new covering fabrics in the
latest colors. Come in, try the comfort and see how it
"fits you" because the seats are posture-formed and
backs buttoned. Hardwood frame and excellent workManship are a few features of this living room suite.

MODERN STYLING WITH
CARVED FRAME
See this luxurious sofa and chair especially designed
by Kroehler. Sit in the suite and feel the comfort of
the new style button-back and Posture-Form seats.
Choice of covering fabrics.

Genuine KROEHLER SUITES $99.85 up
OTHER 2-PIECE
LIVING nopm SUITES $69.95 AND UP

Phone 611
iniNONIMININNANNOMBINMEM111111111111.
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All Mothers Are Alike---

McKESSON PRODUCTS

101 acres

KEACH FURNITURE CO.
"The Big Store-9 Floors of Good Furniture"

rsday, May 4,
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The Bellevue high school
science classes in Campbell county are growing plants for 41ctory gardeners; last year they
grew 20,000 plants.
Farmers in Rockcastle county
have purchased 155 bushels of
hybrid seed corn and they are
also using more fertilizer.
To increase fruit production,
Spencer county formers have
sprayed more fruit trees than
usual, and otherwise given orchards good care.'
Martin county farmers have
increased their acreage of hybrid cOrri by 100 percent. Johnson county homemakers
conserved material by making
490 articles for household use and
to wear from feed sacks.
W. M. Fields of Pike county
paid $7 for hybrid seed corn
last yeas' and increased his yield
by 40 bushels.
Forty-seven Boyle county farmers have ordered 74,400 pounds
of ammonium nitrate.
Plans are underway in Shelby
county to increase terracing on
farms by 1,000 acres each year.
Four hundred fifty bags of certified Irish cobbler seed potatoes
were bought by farmers in Wolfe
county.

A leaflet published by the
Kentucky Colege of Agricultare and Home Economics tells
how to save work in pulling tobacco plants. Twelve pictures
help to show how some:larpers
have developed easier and quicker ways of getting this job done.
One of the pictures shows ,the
use of a plant-bed board.
"Pulling the plants is tiring at
best," says the leaflet, "but the
use of a plant-bed board to set
on while pulling across the bed
does away with much of the
standing, stooping, or squatting
that otherwise is necessary. This
one device alone, which many
farmers have not been using,
speeds up the work and does
much to make it easier."

OR

h ave
In both

Ky. Farm News

Less Work Nils
Tobacco Plants

Brown, Allen R., (N.R.)
Tang.
Calvert, D. M., Est.,
5.01
75 acres
10.63
Cartwright, Ella, 1 lot
15.58
Carner, Arvin, 1 lot
It UNITS LANDED FOR HOLLANDIA INVASION-A U. S. Army jeep is driven off shal- Chandler, W. H., 50 and
10.90
25 acres
-draft landing craft at beach during amphibious invasion of Hollandia, Dutch New Guinea, on
SQUEEZE PLAY-Police and firemen work to extricate James
3.65 Masser. 71, driver of this coupe sandwiched between two street
ril 22. A troop ship is at right. (P Wirephoto from Signal Corps Radiophoto).
Crisp, Martha, 200 acres
Fredonia City
Dillingham, Ben L., 7 acres 2.60 cars in Denver, Colo. The car (above) was crushed to about four
3.13 feet wide, width of normal distance between parallel trolleys.
Faughn, Delia, Tang.
Adams, E. J., 1 lot and
6.96 The driver was pinned in the car. (AP Wirephoto).
,
'fang.
Robert,
Fralick,
$ 45.28
tang.
11.74
up to every homemaker to learn
lots
3
Women's Work To
9.56 Francis, George,
Deboe, Frank, 4 lots
(N.R.)
Lindsey
do her work in the easiest and
to
Glass,
The following described tax bills representing Faughn, Adrian, Tang.
9.45
3.57 Be Made Simpler
1 lot
quickest way possible," said Miss
68.73
Marble,
Mining
Co.
estate
and
and
real
State
tangible
on
taxes
1943
45 acres ____ 9.43
Homemakers in Kentucky are Weldon.
10.09 Haile, R. G.,
McNeely, J. W., 88 acres
5.76
Hooks, Orvill, Tang.
unty School taxes, and the amount shown together Maxwell, David M., Est.
to learn easier and simpler ways
5.96
lots
34 acres
4.21 Howton, John, 2
to do their work, announees Miss
FALSE TEETH
h all costs thereon, will be offered for sale at pub- Martin,
Bell, 5 acres 3.39
Anna
Jenkins,
lot
1
Harry L.,
2.07
state leader of
That Loosen
4.99 Myrtle Weldon,
C., 1 lot
Herbert
Jones,
auction at the courthouse door in Princeton, Ky., on Moore, Coy, Tang.
13.39
home demonstration work. CounNeed Not Embarrass
(NH,).,
Buford,
Leech,
agents
nday, May 15, 1944, between the hours of 10 A. Morgan, Mrs. Dora, 1 lot 5.28 100 acres
Many wearers of false teeth
10.63 ty home demonstration
10.63
Watson, Robert T., 1 lot
of conferen- have suffered real embarrass18.05 will attend a series
Mathews, Marion, Tang._
and 2 P. M.
Fredonia County
ces with Miss Mary L. Collings ment because their plate drop8.49
acres
30
B.,
Martin, Willie
Blackburn, Mrs. M. E.
of the United States Department ped, slipped or wabbled at just
Bucksnort District
Fowler, W. T. (N.R.Est.)
$ 12.23 Martin, Stites, Est.,
show the wrong time. Do not live in
100 acres
150
13.84
acres
12.25
28.28 of Agriculture, who will
192 acres
en, Rosa B., 160 acres $
be fear of this happening to you.
can
T.
J.
•
housework
Campbell,
(H.R.)
how
them
7.15
7.68
1 lot
xander, J. B., 50 acres__ 4.21 Gentry, John L, 86 acres
Just sprinkle a little FASTEETH,
2.61 Marlow, Owen,
done
32 acres
and
easier
made
simplified,
1 1-2 acres 6.24
hears, L. E. and wife,
Goodaker, Volney, 10 acres 2.21 Coleman, Walter, Tang.
7.91 McNeely, Floyd,
home the alkaline (non-acid) powder,
the
Then
quickly.
more
4.18
6.21 Hays, Edd
Tang.
on your plates. Holds false teeth
acres
(Est.) 253 and
2.60 Merrell, J. D.,
Dalton, T. H., 63 acres
agents will pass on the informore firmly, so they feel more
Ferdie, Est.
B.
Mitchell,
er, Heirs (LL.), 185
20 acres
18.86 Deboe, Joel F., 82 acres
5.01
15.44 mation to members of homemak- comfortable. Does not sour.
13.84
..
(Real
Est.)
CreS
11.50
4.48 Dunn, Mary L., 79 acres
Howell, J. L., 1 lot
ers' clubs.
Checks "plate odor" (denture
McGregor, James, 18 acres 6.89
er, Roy and Fred, 88
Fralick, Mrs. Florence,
"With time and energy at a breath). Get FASTEETH at any
Hunter, Mrs. Henry,
7.42
86 acres 10.10
Charlie,
Nichols,
res
2.60
3.01
5 acres
75 acres
premium, and labor scarce, it is drug store.
84 acres 9.82
hears, 0. N. (Nit),
10.63 O'Hara, L. C., Est.,
Griffin, Dr. EM., 1 lot
Iser, Christene, Franklin,
1.40
2.61
lots
2
5 acres
19.62 Padgett, Autha,
3 acres
1.80 Jones, Lexie, 60 acres
7.48
6.88
35 acres
ndon, A. A., 3 acres
12.55 •Pidcock, R. S.,
5.28 Marion, James, 49 acres
Jones, Ellis, 21 acres
11.84
acres
74
L.,
Poindexter,
tnott, Jess, 38 acres_..__ 24.54 Little, C. H., tang.
2.61
4.48 Newcom, C. R., 10 acres
G., 8 acres 15.45
bliss, Dewey G.,
10.63 Powell, Marvin
7.53 Phelps, Glenn, 130 acres
Logan, Tom, 8 aeres
9.93
14.91
Tang.
acres
75
4.47 Spurlock, Jim,
1.80 Paris, Wm. R., 12 acres
Logan, Mack, 9 acres
19.19
Edward, Tang
Sweeny,
ck, Dennie, 3-4 acre___ 4.32 McGowan, James E.,
13.84
J.
lot
1
Ray,
B.,
5.34
Stone, Ira, 1 lot
tes, Tennie (NIL).
3.40 Rowland, W. Joe, (est.)
65 acres
7.63
9.03
Tang. __
Phil,
Robertson,
01 acres
2.20
4.80
35 acres
Miller, Walter, 7 acres
2.20
2 lots
5.28
tton, Omer, 2 acres
6.07 Tyrie, Mrs. Alma,
Rushing, Joe, 3-4 acre
Nichols, Mrs. D. A.,
4.87
lot
•wder, Lillie B., 57 acres 5.81
5.81 Thomas, Carl, 1
5.81 Toom, Mary L., 80 acres
75 acres
8.49
acres
18.12
vers, John, 185 acres
7.48 Vickery, E. S., 80
Tosh, Ezra, Tang.
W. L., 170 and
6.07 Nichols,
Sallie, 31 acres 4.21
Mrs.
Wolfe,
'ngham, J. I., 3 acres
19.72
7.01 Tosh, Sam, 145 acres
42 acres
Earnest,
nch, Vinson, (Dawson)
10.63 Williamson, Mrs.
18.65 Tosh, H. E., 70 acres
Poe, Shellie, 173 acres
13.68
8.89
2 lots
ang.
Traylor, Walter, est.,
Schwab, L. I,. and L. E.,'
180 acres _ 20.26
10.23 Wilson, Everett,
21.86
,
138 acres
105 acres
Wilson, Everett L. and A. E.
4.21 Cumberland Mining Company
Smith, Mary E., 40 acres
5.82
25 acres
289.90
5.28
Mineral Rights
Stallins, R. L., 20 acres
20.26
18 acres
Everett,
Wilson,
1.80
Donaldson District
Williams, Sallie, 2 acres
Princeton City, White
Young, Mrs. Vera, 60 acres 3.40 Birchfield, Sheck (Des)
Charlott, Tang._..$ 12.55
$ 5.81 Adams,
69 acres
Darnell, Mark (H.R.)
5.94
Campbell, James, 1 lot
OPTOMETRIST
2.59
4.21
acres
10
R.,
C.
Davis,
acres
6
Cummins, Millard, Tang.__ 20.63
13.22
Est.
Davis, Mrs. Della,
E. Main St. Egbert, Wesley, 10 acres
one 250
Mark,
5.80 Cunningham, Mrs.
59 acres
Thomason, Raymond,
4.98
Tang.
7.80
10.10 Deboe, Stanley, Tang.
5 1-2 acres
20.39
1 lot
Charlie,
Duvall,
6.08
Guess, Jessie, 15 acres
Harmony District
Fletcher, H. R., Est., Tang. 6.78
$ 2.61 Simpson, Aubrey (N.R.)
Blaine, Alice, 37 acres
Glass, Clifton, 1 lot and
1.80
acres
(est.)
28
: Mrs. E. M.
Bridge!
7.63
26 acres
5.01 Thompson, Mrs. Mack, 12
13 acres
11.24
lot
1
L.,
U.
Gray,
5.42
and 18 acres
Cravens, Sam G., (Des.)
Bedie, 1 lot 1.96
16.41 Harmon, Mrs.
4.21 Ross, Vernon, 57 acres
40 acres
3.40
Haines, John F., 1 lot
1.80
acre
3-4
Delia,
Mrs.
2.20
Taylor,
acres
20
Mollie,
Mrs.
Davis,
12.97
Jenkins, Charlie, Tang.,
Colored
City
8.56
Princeton
acres
Fowler, Louis, 70
1.64
Johnson, Zelma, 1 lot
Gibson, John R., 110 acres 8.25 Black, Henry G., 2 lots__$ 14.23 Jones, Morrison, 150 3-4
Kennedy, Mrs. J. D., 4 acres 1.64 Bridges, John (N.R.)
13.84
acres
2.33
1 lot
Perkins, Mrs. P. L, 2 lots 9.19
14.37
Ladd, Rev., 1 lot
3.40
8.08
lot
1
Minnie,
acres
Conway,
52
T.,
Piercy, T.
55.16
Lester,, Mrs. Edd, 2 lots
2.33
lot
1
_
1
0
.
5
(N.R.),
Tom
acres_
Cook,
13
Rascoe, Carney,
3.90
Tang.,
11.83 Litchfield, Lewis,
Sizemore, Elbert, 2 acres__ 5.28 Duke, Ida Mae, 1 lot
3.90
Maxwell, J. B., Tang.
7.06
Strong, Oscar, 117 acres __ 30.96 Gaither, Bertie, 1 lot
Emma,
Mrs.
Marquess,
10.63
5.76 Glover, Bettie, 1 lot
Wood, C. B., Tang.
5.01
77 acres
7.06
17.05 Glover, Levy, 1 lot
Young, Mrs. Lute, 1 lot
22.60
Menser, Henry, 1 lot
2.20
lot
1
Lula,
Hampton,
Collie,
Calhoun, Miss
14.10
8.20 Mellon, S., 1 lot
Johnson, Beulah, 1 lot
Real est.
19.06
Reubin, 1 lot
McCaslin,
7.63
Caution, Um Only at Directed
Machen, Bob, 1 lot
11.96
1 lot
John,
Nall,
are an average citizen. You make your living
Machen, Sallie and Hershel,
Est., 2 lots 46.74
James,
O'Hara,
6.30
your family by hard work. You try to save
1 lot
support
and
4.93
Jake, 1 lot
11.35 Oliver,
Maxie, Johnnie, 1 lot
You wish you could make more. At the
13.04
money.
little
a
1 lot
Annie,
Osborne,
9.42
Mallory, S. G., 1 lot
Perkins, Mrs. M. A., 1 lot
wish the cost of living and taxes were
you
time
same
2.44
Tang.
Morse, Will,
16.05
acres
5
and
25.41
not so high, and that they didn't keep on rising.
McChesney, Tommie, 2 lots
34.70
1 lot
10.64 Pruett, Wm. D.,
Osborn, Horatio, 1 lot
Refinery Sales Corp., Real
Colored, Princeton, County
18.10
have heard some folks say that if the GovernEst. and Tang.
Eison, Robert, 88 acres $ 11.96
9.42
would
Redd, T. H., 1 lot
.
the necessities the cost of living
furnished
ment
10.10
acres
62
Isaac,
Groom,
7.63
W. D., Tang.
Russell;
coal,
as
3.40
things
such
acre
mentioned
be a heap less. They have
Mitchetson, Bettie, 3-4
6.19
J. F., Tang.
6.30 Renner,
and
Pettit, Ar.thar, 62 acres
care
medical
houses,
furniture,
clothing, food,
17.74
James L., Tang
6.33 Stegar,
Thompson, Elvis, 2 acres
6.18
Lonnie, Tang.
INVEST THE DIFFERENCE IN WAR STAMPS
Sparks,
service.
electric
11.97
Ruecher, William, 1 lot
16.30
Tang.
1.61 Vick, Claud,
•
gimm, Silas, 1 lot
5.60
Williams, James, 1 lot
at
oils
and
gasoline
high-grade
14.37
have lived long enough to know that in the
McNary, Ralph, 30 acres
.Save the difference on
5.83
A., Tang.
Gus
Wilson,
War
In
Colored, Fredonia City
Cornlck Service Station and invest the. difference
grown-up world of men and women there is no Santa
18.06
Corley, Cleatus, 1 lot
$ 5.28
patriotic
Baker, Green, 1 lot
Sayings Stamps and Bonds. You will be doing a
Claus and no Easter Rabbit. One way or another, you
Mitchell Cliff,
Princeton County
duty and at the same time save for the future for yourself
Collector
Tax
and
Sheriff
1-2
62
Bat.
pay for everything you get.
F.
J.
Boitnott,
and family.
Of Caldwell County, Kentucky
$ 7.42
acres

NOTICE

DEPENDABLE
INSURANCE
John E. Young, Agt
Phone 25
Princeton- Ky.

When Your
Back Hurts'
And Your Strength and
Energy Is Beluw Par
It may be caused by disorder of kidney function that permits poimmou•
waste to accumulate. For truly many
people feel tired, weak •ed miserable
when the kidney. fail to remove excess
•cids and other waste matter from the
blood.
You may suffer nagging backache,
rheumatic pains. headaches, dizziness,
getting up nights, kg pain., swelling.
Sometimes frequent and scanty urination with smarting and burning is another sign that something Is wrong with
the kidneys or bladder.
There ahould be no doubt that prompt
treatment is wiser than neglect. Use
Doan's Pills. It is better to rely on •
medicine that has won countrywide approval than on something Ices favorably
known. Dean's have been tried and tented many yearn Are at all drug stores.
Get Dean. today.

DOAN'S PILLS

Pepsi-cola Company, Long Island City, N. Y.
Franchised Bottler: Pepsi Cola Hopkinsville Bottling Company.

. Hallie C. Watt

First choice
of thousands

Bt.tkc

when

A LAXATIVE

HOWDY, MISTER .

is needed

YOU

Save At

Corniek's

TOEI

YOU

•

CORNICK'S
......

White Gas
Regular

17Vre
18.6e
9c

Gas

Ethyl Gas
Kerosene

Good Balk OH 50c

per

Wanted

gallon

Batteries Charged.... 49c
We have a new Acetylene welding outfit and
will be glad to do your fender and body weid-'

ing.

CORNICK OIL CO.
R. B. WILLIAMS, Mgr.
Princeton, Ky.
405 Hopkinsville Street

Your dead stock is needed for grease to
make explosives.
We render grease to help defeat the Axis.
We remove promptly and free of charge.
Do your part by calling.

Kentucky Rendering Works
PRINCETON, KY.
Phone 423 or 240-R Collect
COLLECTORS OF WASTE GREASE

TN are told by Government ownership promoters
that T.V.A. electric rates are lower than the rates of
business managed electric companies. They lead you
to think this is due to better management and freedom
from price gouging. But you're not told that the
T.V.A. and city-owned electric plants pay only a
fraction of the taxes business managed enterprises pay,
and that they don't pay any federal or state income tax.
TOO

know somebody has to pay the taxes-all
the taxes. When a governmental agency or grot.p takes
over * brusinam-manogod electric company it destroys

a tax paying enterprise. This means the tax burden is
heavier for the remaining taxpayers ...including
yourself.

"made

TOO may be interested to know that our Company
pays out in taxes about 20 cents of every dollar it takes
in. You could buy electric service at lower rates from
us than from Government power systems if we were
allowed to operate on the same terms-with the
special concessions and tax freedom-they enjoy.

YOU and other citizens raise your own taxes by
encouraging Government ownership. And you undermine the American system of free enterprise too. That
system has given ordinary shirt-sleeve Americans
greater opportunity to "get ahead" and "be somebody"
than the people have in any other nation. That system
our young men and women are giving their lives to
protect. It's worth more to you and your kids than all
the rosy socialistic schemes ever invented.
RBDDY.KILOWATT.your electrical servant

ES COMPANY
I
KENtUCKY UTILITI
A Business Managed, Tax Paying Utility Under Federal and State Regulation
•
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City's Finances
Reported Good
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Districts luctant about it."
Congressional
Princeton Livestock market Mon- nine
FOR SALE: 1 pair good work
Most party leaders here sa will again be able to obtain raday, Dugan Ordway, manager, and six from the State at-large
mules, coming 7 and 8 years
tion certificates for used tires.
reported. Total sales were 1,065 as "the simplest plan" for choos- Kentucky's delegates to the
old. See William Pickering.
alA substantial increase in
It
head. Medium butcher cattle top- ing the State's representatives national convention will be in
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, Green Beans, Beets, Spinach, etc.
with canned Peas, Corn,

RATIONED
BABY DOLLS

‘‘ HITE

AP News Picture
Pulitzer Winner

State Democrats
To Have Fish Fry

Princeton Shoe 4,

Democrats, Please Notice!

'13' And 'C' Drivers
Allowed New Tires

CLASSIFIED ADS

DEMOCRATIC COUNTY COMMITTEE

TO MAKE ROOM FOR 1944 PACK

from CORNETTE'S
Mother's Day

GIFTS
-Browse around in our exciting
Mother's Day Gift Shop—You'll
find many new and appealing gift
suggestions for her.

tires for civilians in May. The
number available in April was
1,050,000.
While "A" book holders are
again eligible for used tires,
OPA pointed out that only a
few are left. These drivers
'have been ineligible for tires
of any kind since last July.

pecially,
Bu.y them by the dozen or case.

Mechanics and Sheet metal men.
Are you interested in increasing
your salary and working conditions? Do you want to work in a
well lighted place, cool in summer and warm in winter.
Contact
KENTUCKY MOTOR CO.
Hopkinsville, Ky.
Phone 234

Paducah On Approved
Southern Air Route

BABY CHICKS, 21 breeds, bloodtested, $5.95 and up. Prompt
shipments Mondays or ThursWashington, May 3—Civil Aerodays. White for prices. Hoosier.
nautics Board examiners today
718 West Jefferson. Louisville.
recommended that Chicago and
Southern Air Lines be authorized
to provide service on Route No.
53 between Memphis, Tenn., and
Detroit by way of Paducah, Ky.,
Evansville, Indianapolis, Anderson'-Muncie, Newcastle, Fort
Wayne, Ind., and Toledo, Ohio.

They keep fightingYou keep baying

IYAR BONDS

Alle•

Sunshine Cut Stringless Green Beans, No. 2 can 12c
Eden Early June Wisconsin Peas, No. 2 can 121/2c
Scott County White Sweet Corn,
No. 2 can 10c
Sun Maid Seedless

RAISINS,

Pastel tinted or crystal
—clear — sure to delight
her. From
$1.00

•

ORNETTE'S

tOi

C

By order of the City: Council, sealed
bids for purchasing the former State
Highway Garage lot on South Seminary
street, recently acquired by the City,
may be submitted until the time of
opening the bids at the City Council
session on Monday night, May 8, 1944.
The right to reject any and or all bids
is reserved.

INCORPORATED

STATIONERS
Hopkinsville, Kentucky

DR. W. L. CASH, Mayor

$1.35
$1.45

dozen
dozer'

$1.20

dozen

Most delicious

15 oz. pkg. 15c1

Kellogg's

YELLOW BONNET CAKES, lb.
Oatmeal

RICE KRISPIES

pkg 124

Kellogg's Shredded

WHEAT BISCUITS

pkg.

11(

(
lb. 11

COOKIES

qt. jar

1R

PEANUT BUTTER, 24 oz, jar

33(

Battleship

MUSTARD

Dried—no points required

CALIFORNIA FIGS

(
lb. 25

Delicious three times a day, fiber can 34

All American, mild and

PARKER HOUSE COFFEE, lb.

CIGARETTES, pkg. 16c, 2 for ill

.
.
NOTICE.
PERFUME BOTTLE

Tomatoes

fragrant.

Fresh Fruits and Vegetables
Seed Potatoes, Cobblers, selected, tagged 100 lb. bag when pocked 2.75
Yellow Tern

Old Fashion Red

ONIONS

WINESAP APPLES

Large firm and crisp

BELL PEPPERS

Large 360 sine

ea. 5f

Fancy Nancy Halls

SWEET-POTATOES -

,b.11k

SUNKIST LEMONS

(
doz. 29

Large 54 size

• lb. 10ft

FLORIDA GRAPEFRUIT

Fresh Fruit, Fresh Vegetables, Fresh Meat.
More for your Money all the lint!.

RED FRONT
H

CAS & CARRY STORES

